Towards solid tumor treatment by irreversible electroporation: intrinsic redistribution of fields and currents in tissue.
Local and drug-free tissue treatment by irreversible electroporation (IRE) involves the creation of aqueous pores in a cell's plasma membrane (PM) and leads to non-thermal cell death by necrosis. To investigate explicit pore-based effects we use two-dimensional system models with different spatial scales. The first is a multicellular system model (spatial scale 100 mum) that has irregularly shaped cells, and quantitatively describes dynamic (creation and destruction, evolution in pore size) pore behavior at the PM. The second is a tissue model (spatial scale 200 mm) that is constructed from a unit cell and uses the asymptotic (fixed pore size) electroporation model. Both system models show that significant redistribution of fields and currents occurs through transient PM pores. Pore histograms for the multicellular model demonstrate the simultaneous presence of small and large pores during IRE pulses. The associated significant increase of PM permeability may prove to be essential to understanding how cell death by necrosis occurs. The averaged tissue conductivity in both models increases during IRE pulses because of electroporation. This leads to greater electrical dissipation (heating) and, thus, to larger temperature increases than suggested by tissue models with passive and static electrical properties.